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Abstract: The performance of bifunctional hybrid catalysts based on phosphotungstic acid (H3PW12O40,
HPW) supported on TiO2 combined with Cu-ZnO(Al) catalyst in the direct synthesis of dimethyl
ether (DME) from syngas has been investigated. We studied the effect of the HPW loading on TiO2

(from 1.4 to 2.7 monolayers) on the dispersion and acid characteristics of the HPW clusters. When the
concentration of the heteropoliacid is slightly higher than the monolayer (1.4 monolayers) the acidity
of the clusters is perturbed by the surface of titania, while for concentration higher than 1.7 monolayers
results in the formation of three-dimensional HPW nanocrystals with acidity similar to the bulk
heteropolyacid. Physical hybridization of supported heteropolyacids with the Cu-ZnO(Al) catalyst
modifies both the acid characteristics of the supported heteropolyacids and the copper surface area of
the Cu-ZnO(Al) catalyst. Hybridization gives rise to a decrease in the copper surface area and the
disappearance of the strong acidic sites typical of HPW nanocrystals, showing all hybrids similar acid
sites of weak or medium strength. The activity of the hybrids was tested for direct DME synthesis
from syngas at 30 bar and 250 ◦C; only the hybrids with HPW loading higher than 1.4 monolayers
showed activity for the direct synthesis of DME, showing that the sample loaded with 2.7 monolayers
of heteropolyacid had higher activity than the reference hybrid representative of the most widely
applied catalysts based on the combination of Cu-ZnO(Al) with HZSM-5. In spite of the high activity
of the hybrids, they show a moderate loss in the DME production with TOS that denotes some kind
of deactivation of the acidity function under reaction conditions.
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1. Introduction

The selective hydrogenation of CO/CO2 into dimethyl ether (DME) is currently one of the most
important topics in the research of alternative fuels because DME can be used as a direct and cleaner
fuel alternative to conventional diesel [1]. In addition, DME is also an important chemical intermediate
for the production of widely used chemicals, such as diethyl sulphate, methyl acetate or olefins [2].
DME is considered an ultra-clean transportation fuel because it has a high cetane number (around
60), low boiling point (−25 ◦C) and high oxygen content (35 wt %) which allow fast vaporization and
higher combustion quality (smokeless operation and 90% less NOx emissions) than other alternative
CO2-based fuels [2]. DME showed total compliance with the highly strict California ultra-low emission
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vehicle (ULEV) regulations for medium-duty vehicles and it has the highest efficiency of all synthetic
liquid fuels (e.g., F-T diesel, methanol) [3].

DME production is a well-established two-step industrial process: first catalytic hydrogenation
of syngas into methanol (CO/CO2 + 3H2→ CH3OH + H2O) and a subsequent catalytic dehydration
of the methanol over acid catalysts to produce DME (2CH3OH → CH3OCH3 + H2O). The main
problem of this two-step DME synthesis derives from the strong thermodynamic limitation of the
methanol synthesis step that leads to low gas conversion per pass (15–25%) and therefore high
recirculation ratios and high capital and operating costs. To avoid this limitation, in the early 1990s
researchers began to study the direct synthesis of DME in a process in which methanol synthesis step
is coupled in situ with the dehydration step in a single reactor (2CO/CO2 + 6H2→ CH3OCH3 + 3H2O).
The direct synthesis of DME allows increasing the level of conversion per step, up to 90%, which means
significant savings in capital investment and production costs of DME. In fact, it is estimated that
DME production costs in direct synthesis are reduced by 20–30% compared to the traditional two-step
process. Direct DME synthesis requires highly efficient hybrid bifunctional catalytic systems which
should combine a CO/CO2 hydrogenation function for methanol synthesis and an acidic function for
methanol dehydration (Scheme 1).
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Scheme 1. Direct synthesis of dimethyl ether (DME) from syngas on bifunctional catalyst.

According to the mechanism operating in the direct synthesis of DME, the activity and efficiency
of the hybrid bifunctional catalysts depend on: (i) the development of effective active sites for methanol
synthesis, (ii) the control of the nature and strength of the acid sites (Brönsted/Lewis), (iii) the control of
the balance between methanol synthesis sites and acid sites, and (iv) an adequate distance between the
methanol synthesis sites and the acid dehydration sites [4]. The state-of the-art in the development of
the hybrids catalysts for the direct synthesis of DME are based on Cu-ZnO(Al) catalysts, as component
for methanol synthesis, and zeolites (mainly HZSM-5) as acid component for methanol dehydration
due to their hydrophobic nature and predominant Brönsted acid sites [5]. In the hybrid bifuctional
catalysts, deffects in the Cu particles, changes in the morphology of the Cu particles, dispersion,
crystallite size and interaction of Zn atoms with the metallic Cu particles are important factors that
define the activity for the methanol synthesis component [6–8] while the nature (Brönsted or Lewis),
the acid strenght (weak to medium) as well as the textural properties (mesoporosity) of the acid
sites play fundamental roles for the methanol dehydration functionality [9,10]. Despite the great
variety of synthesis methods (physically mixture, co-precipitation, sonochemical integrated, . . . ) and
promoters or modifiers (MgO, ZnO, Na, Co, Fe, La, Ce, . . . ) explored so far for the preparation of
Cu-ZnO(Al)-HZSM-5 hybrid catalysts, the catalytic activity of these hybrids decrease with time on
stream owing to the deactivation by water, that produces copper oxidation or sintering [4], by strong
interactions between the Cu-ZnO(Al) catalyst and the zeolite, that produces Cu migration [11] and by
coke deposition [12]. Therefore, the effectiveness of Cu-ZnO(Al)-HZSM-5 catalysts is still limited and it
is necessary considerable effort in catalysts development to improve its level of activity and durability.

Acid materials which are highly promising to avoid the inconveniences associated with the use of
HZSM-5 zeolites are the heteropolyacids (HPAs). The HPAs exist in different structures and possess a
very high Brönsted acidity, close to the super-acid region, and defined molecular structures. Therefore,
they generally allow efficient dehydration of methanol under milder conditions than conventional
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HZSM-5 acid catalysts, offering economic and environmental advantages [13]. The most studied HPAs
for the methanol-to-DME process are those having the Keggin structure and the most acidic ones,
namely H3PW12O40 and H4SiW12O40. Keggin HPAs consist of cubic crystals of heteropolyanions with
formula [XM12O40]n− (X is the heteroatom (P5+, Si4+) and M is the so-called addenda atom, typically
Mo6+, W6+) and stabilized by protons [14]. The HPAs are structured in three levels: (i) primary structure,
corresponding to the heteropolianion itself; (ii) secondary structure including the three-dimensional
organization with H+ and H2O and, (iii) the tertiary structure including the arrangement of the particles
responsible for the surface area of HPA. The location, number and strength of active acid sites for
methanol dehydration in HPA are controlled by their structure (primary, secondary and tertiary)
which is mainly determined by the water content in the HPA [15,16]. Up to 180 ◦C, six crystallization
water molecules are in each Keggin unit forming a cubic structure in which H5O2

+ ions link four
[XM12O40]n− anions [15]. The flexibility of the lattice of HPAs to absorb polar molecules as methanol
and react in the solid bulk (pseudo-liquid behaviour) has as direct consequence the improvement
in the activity in the dehydration of methanol over HPAs because the reaction takes place on both
surface and bulk acid sites [17]. Therefore, water plays a main role in the acid activity of HPAs
because it determines the strenght and accesiblity of the methanol to these acid sites and they could be
altered by thermal treatments or by modification of the metal-oxygen clusters in the local structures
of the Keggin units [16]. In addition, the HPAs have limited surface area (around 5–10 m2/g) and
therefore to improve the availability to their inner protons, the dispersion of HPAs on neutral or acidic
porous supports is often investigated (SiO2, ZrO2, Nb2O3, TiO2, boron nitride,...) [18–22]. One of the
most studied support in the methanol-to-DME reaction has been TiO2 and the results have shown
higher accesibility of supported HPA that means higher conversion of methanol per mass unit than
unsupported counterparts [19]. However, remarkable differences in methanol dehydration were
observed depending on the HPA loading and the interaction of HPA with the TiO2 support because
these interactions change the oxygen-metal bonds in the Keggin units modifiying their acidity strenght
and accesibility [19].

Despite the considerable attention paid to the HPAs applied to methanol dehydration for
production of DME, their use in hybrid bifuctional catalysts combined with Cu-ZnO(Al) catalysts
for direct synthesis of DME from syngas has not yet been explored. The use of HPAs in hybrid
catalysts poses new challenges to the heteropolyacids because they will be used under different reaction
conditions (T = 225–275 ◦C, P > 30 bar) to that used in the dehydration of methanol (T = 180–200 ◦C,
atmospheric pressure). In addition, the possible detrimental interaction of metallic copper with acid
sites of HPAs, as previously observed in Cu-ZnO/γ-Al2O3 [23] and Cu-ZnO(Al)/HZSM-5 hybrids [24]
could produce partial deactivation of both functionalities. Two main causes for the detrimental
interaction of metallic copper with acid sites in hybrid bifuctional catalysts has been reported: (i) Cu
sintering [4] or (ii) copper and zinc ion exchange with protons of zeolite [24].

In this scenario, this work was undertaken with the aim to study for the first time the performance
of bifunctional hybrids based on phosphotungstic acid (H3PW12O40) supported on TiO2 combined with
Cu-ZnO(Al) catalyst in the direct synthesis of DME from syngas. Taking into account that local structure
of Keggin units depends on the interaction stablished between the Keggin units with the TiO2 support,
in this work we studied specifically the effect of the heteropolyacid loading on the dispersion and acid
characteristics of HPAs and its relevance on the hybridization with CZA catalyst applied for the direct
synthesis of DME from syngas. Individual and hybrid catalysts were well-characterized (XRD, Raman,
DRIFTS, H2-TPR, N2O chemisorption and NH3-TPD) in order to establish the relationships between
the properties of individual functionalities (methanol synthesis and methanol dehydration) and their
role in the activity of the hybrids in the direct synthesis of DME from syngas.
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2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Structure and Acidity of xHPW/Ti Acid Catalysts

The diffraction profiles of the xHPW/Ti acid catalysts are collected in Figure 1. All catalysts show
diffraction peaks (25.3, 36.9, 37.7 and 38.5; 27.4 and 36.0◦) characteristic of the anatase (Joint Committee
on Powder Diffraction Standards, JCPDS 21-1272) and rutile (Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction
Standards, JCPDS 21-1276) phases respectively of the TiO2 support. In addition to the diffraction lines
of the TiO2 support, the samples also show diffraction lines at 10.2, 14.5, 17.8, 20.6, 23.1, 25.3, 27.4,
29.3, 31.2, 32.9 and 34.5◦ associated with crystalline cubic H3PW12O40·6H2O species [15]. As expected,
the intensity of the diffraction peaks corresponding to these crystalline structures increases upon
increasing the heteropolyacid loading (Table 1). However the increase in intensity was not linear
with the HPW loading with a marked increase in the crystallinity and domain size of HPW when its
content exceeds 1.7 theorethical monolayers (Table 1). In the case of the 1.7HPW/Ti sample, it is also
observed a slight peak at 26.2◦ with some shoulders at 10.6, 15.1 and 21.4◦ related to small crystals
of cubic H3PW12O40·3H2O [25]. The loss of water in H3PW12O40·6H2O produces a contraction in its
structure as is evidenced through the shift of diffraction peaks at higher angles [25,26]. According to
the literature, dispersed H3PW12O40·6H2O could be dehydrated with formation of H3PW12O40·3H2O
at lower temperature than that observed on the bulk (180 ◦C) [25] because the interaction of HPA
entities with the support weakens and facilitates the water loss from the cubic Keggin structures [27].
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Figure 1. XRD patterns of xHPW/Ti acid catalysts: 1.4HPW/Ti (a), 1.7HPW/Ti (b) and 2.7HPW/Ti (c)
(anatase (�), rutile (�), H3PW12O40 6H2O (•) and H3PW12O40 3H2O (#)).

Table 1. Relative intensity and particle size of HPW·6H2O (from XRD), acid/neutral water (from DRIFTS)
and relative intensity of HPW (from Raman) of xHPW/Ti acid catalysts.

HPW·6H2O
Relative XRD
Intensity (a.u.)

HPW·6H2O
dp (nm)

Acid/Neutral
Water Ratio

(1700/1620 cm−1)

HPW/TiO2 Relative
Raman Intensity

(990/650 cm−1)

1.4HPW/Ti 1.0 20.5 0.423 0.371
1.7HPW/Ti 1.47 17.6 0.403 0.365
2.7HPW/Ti 4.6 30.6 0.784 0.536

Figure 2 shows DRIFT spectra of the xHPW/Ti acid catalysts. In the region of the vibration
modes corresponding to the metal-oxygen, the titania support presents an asymmetric contribution
centered on 778 cm−1 (Ti–O–Ti, stretching). The spectra of xHPW/Ti acid catalysts show contributions
characteristic of HPW: at 1080 cm−1, corresponding to P–Oa asymmetrical stretching; at 984 cm−1,
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associated to W–Od stretching terminal oxygen; at 888 cm−1, ascribed to W–Ob–W corner-shared
bridged bond and, finally a broad band at 816 cm−1, corresponding to W–Oc–W edge-shared bridged
bond [28–30]. As the HPW load increases, an increase in the relative intensity of the HPW signals is
observed in metal-oxygen bonds region (1200–600 cm−1) with respect to the vibration modes of the
titania support. There is no significant displacement or widening of the HPW signals in the xHPW/Ti
acid catalysts which indicates that the Keggin structure of HPW has not been significantly distorted
after supporting on TiO2.
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Figure 2. DRIFT spectra at room temperature of TiO2 support (a), bulk HPW (a’) and xHPW/Ti acid
catalysts: 1.4HPW/Ti (b), 1.7HPW/Ti (c) and 2.7HPW/Ti (d).

In the region 3800–2500 cm−1, the titania support (Figure 2a) presents a broad band around 3332
cm−1 corresponding to physisorbed water molecules and contributions at 3528 and 3638 cm−1 ascribed
to isolated hydroxyl groups on TiO2 and dissociatively adsorbed water on TiO2 respectively [31].
The physisorbed water on TiO2 was corroborated by the band of the OH bending at 1636 cm−1 [32].
The xHPW/Ti acid catalysts also show in the 3800–2500 cm−1 region a band centered around 3300 cm−1

which includes physisorbed water and protonated water in the dioxonium ions (H2O–H+–H2O) [33]
and a separated band at 3638 cm−1 due to hydroxyl groups on TiO2 or dissociatively adsorbed water
on TiO2. The relative intensity of this latter band decreases in parallel with the HPW loading which is
indicative of the decrease of hydroxyl groups of TiO2 covered by HPW units. In the water bending
region, the xHPW/Ti acid catalysts show two bands at 1712 and 1620 cm−1, attributed to the bending
O-H vibration of dioxonium H2O5

+ and neutral water respectively [34]. The relative intensity of the
acid/neutral water ratio in the xHPW/Ti acid catalysts, calculated from the relative area of the bands
at 1712 and 1620 cm−1, is not proportional to the HPW loading (Table 1). The samples with 1.4 and
1.7 monolayers show a similar ratio, while the sample with 2.7 monolayers shows a marked increase in
the relative amount of acid water.
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The evolution of xHPW/Ti samples upon heating under He flow (25–150-200 and 250 ◦C) was
followed by DRIFT and the corresponding spectra were collected in Figure 3. The bands corresponding
to neutral water (3638, 3300 and 1620 cm−1) and acidic water (3300 and 1710 cm−1) decreases as
the temperature increase and disappear at 250 ◦C while the bands corresponding to metal-oxygen
bonds of the Keggin structure do not suffer modification. This later fact contrast with the reported
splitting of the band at 984 cm−1 (W=Od) for dehydrated bulk heteropolyacids [15,35]. As the splitting
is related with the W=O groups which the oxygen participates/non participate in the formation of
hydrogen bonds with neighboring KU, the absence of splitting in dehydrated xHPW/Ti may indicate
low participation of the oxygen in the formation of hydrogen bonds between KU units when they
are supported. The temperature at which the acidic water disappears on the xHPW/Ti acid catalysts
is higher than that observed on bulk HPW (results not shown here) in which the acid water was
removed at 150 ◦C. In addition, the removal of the acidic water on the xHPW/Ti samples depends on
its HPW loading being lower when the HPW concentration increases. Therefore, it seems to indicate
that supported HPW at low loading on TiO2 stabilizes its protonated water molecules.
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The structure of the xHPW/Ti acid catalysts was also studied by Raman spectroscopy as
shown in Figure 4. The Raman spectra of all xHPW/Ti samples show bands at 638, 517, 397 cm−1

and a small shoulder at 450 cm−1 characteristic of the anatase and rutile phases of the TiO2

support respectively [36,37]. The samples also show Raman bands at 216, 236–239, 990 cm−1 and
1009 cm−1 assigned to W-O-W bending, W=Od symmetric stretch and W=Od asymmetric stretch
respectively [38–40], which demonstrate the existence of Keggin structures of HPW on the TiO2 support.
The Raman HPW signals become more intense as the concentration of HPW in the catalysts increases
(Table 1) which confirms, in agreement with the previous XRD results, the higher development of
crystalline structures of HPW in the catalysts with higher heteropolyacid loading. However some
widening and shift of the HPW Raman bands was observed in the sample with the lower HPW
loading (1.4HPW/Ti) which suggests greater interaction between the oxygen atoms of the HPW and
the hydroxyl groups of the support at low heteropolyacid loading [41–43].
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The acidity of the xHPW/Ti samples was determined by temperature-programmed desorption
of ammonia whose profiles are depicted in Figure 5. The TPD profiles show two main regions:
low-medium temperature (LT-MT, ~125–400 ◦C) and high temperature region (HT ~550 ◦C). The peak
at LT-MT corresponds to weak-medium acid sites associated with Lewis sites (un-coordinated Ti4+

ions) of the TiO2 support [44] while the peak at high temperature corresponds to the decomposition of
(NH4)3PW12O40 formed by reaction of the strong acid sites of HPW with NH3 [45,46]. Integration of
the weak-medium acid sites (LT-MT region, Table 2) shows no clear relationship with the HPW loading,
presenting the sample with 1.7 monolayers the higher concentration of weak-medium sites related
with the TiO2 support. On the contrary, the intensity and desorption temperature of the strong acid
sites related with the HPW entities (HT, Table 2) increases as the HPW load in the catalyst increases.
This shift could be consequence of the higher dispersion or interactions of the HPW with the support
at lower loading that affect the decomposition of the ammonium salts formed by reaction of NH3 with
the supported HPW entities [22]. Assuming that the unsupported bulk HPW has three acidic protons
for each Keggin unit (KU), the number of acidic protons in the xHPW/Ti catalysts has been estimated
based on the relative area ratio of the HT peaks (Table 2). Based on this calculation, the number of
acidic protons per KU on the xHPW/Ti varies with the HPW loading increasing from 1.26 H+/KU in
the 1.4HPW/Ti sample up to 2.37 H+/KU, close to bulk HPW, in the 2.7HPW/Ti sample. This fact is line
with previous works in the literature [42,47] that has shown the loss of acidic protons of HPW by the
formation of strong H-bonds with available OH groups on the supports.

Table 2. Quantitative data from TPD-NH3 profiles of xHPW/Ti acid catalysts.

Area Area H+/KU

(LT-MT) (HT)

1.4HPW/Ti 93.25 108.12 1.26
1.7HPW/Ti 177.31 132.65 1.55
2.7HPW/Ti 108.54 202.72 2.37

HPW - 215.15 3.0
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2.2. Structure and Acidity of CZA-xHPW/Ti Bifunctional Hybrid Catalysts

The morphological characteristics of the CZA-HPW/Ti hybrid catalysts in comparison with the
CuO/ZnO(Al) catalyst (CZA) were studied by SEM (Figure 6). The SEM image of the bare CZA
catalyst shows the typical irregular agglomerates formed by particles of different size and morphology
observed in this kind of catalysts [6]. The CZA-HPW/Ti hybrid catalysts shows similar morphology
maintaining the morphological characteristics of the agglomerates previously observed in the bare
CZA. It is observed that the small HPW/Ti particles (arrows in Figure 6) are in surface contact with the
CZA agglomerates without achieving a homogenous distribution and covering of the CZA particles.
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Figure 6. SEM images showing the morphology of calcined CZA-xHPW/TiO2 hybrid catalysts:
pristine CZA (a), CZA-1.4HPW/Ti (b), CZA-2.7HPW/Ti (c) (arrows indicate HPW/Ti particles).

Figure 7 shows the XRD patterns of the CZA-HPW/Ti hybrid catalysts in comparison with
the CuO/ZnO(Al) catalyst (CZA) as reference. The pristine CZA shows broad diffraction peaks
corresponding to CuO (JCPDS 1-117) and small peaks of ZnO (JCPDS 43-002) with crystallite size
around 4.5 and 5 nm respectively (Table 3). The diffractograms of the CZA-HPW/Ti hybrid catalysts
show the diffraction peaks corresponding to CuO and ZnO previously observed in the pristine CZA
indicating no noticeable changes in their crystalline size after hybridization. The hybrid catalysts also
show the diffraction peaks at 25.2, 37.8, 47.9 and 27.4◦ assigned to the anatase and rutile phases of
TiO2 as well as the main diffraction peaks assigned to crystalline HPW structures. In the case of the
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HPW structures, their diffraction peaks are shifted to higher angles wich indicates lattice contraction
associated to dehydratation with formation of the cubic HPW·3H2O phase after hybridization [25].
The dehydration is complete for the hybrids with 1.4 and 1.7 HPW monolayers while in the sample
with 2.7 monolayers remains a slight contribution of the hydrated HPW·6H2O. The intensity and size
of the crystalline HPW structures on the hybrids (Table 3) increase with the HPW loading similarly to
that observed in the case of the non-hybridized xHPW/Ti acid catalysts. The dehydration on HPW
structures after hybridization with CZA could be related with the intimate contact between them
that allows the migration of water from HPW to CZA taking into account the diffusivity of water on
TiO2 [48] and the capacity of CZA to be rehydrated by the carbonates retained in its structure [49].
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Figure 7. XRD patterns of calcined CZA-xHPW/TiO2 hybrid catalysts: pristine CZA (a), CZA-1.4HPW/Ti
(b), CZA-1.7HPW/Ti (c), and CZA-2.7HPW/Ti (d) (anatase (�), Rutile (�), H3PW12O40·6H2O (•),
H3PW12O40·3H2O (#), ZnO (♦) and CuO (G)).

Table 3. Crystallite size (nm from XRD) of Cu, CuO and ZnO in CZA and CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrids
catalysts in calcined and reduced state and specific surface area (N2O chemisorption) of copper in
reduced hybrid catalysts.

Calcined Reduced

CuO ZnO HPA·3H2O Cu ZnO Cu Surface Area

dp (nm) dp (nm) dp (nm) dp (nm) dp (nm) (m2/gcat)

CZA-1.4HPW/Ti 4.5 5.1 11.4 5.1 6.3 28.6
CZA-1.7HPW/Ti 4.4 5.3 4.4 5.4 6.1 35.5
CZA-2.7HPW/Ti 4.8 5.3 4.8 5.7 6.5 39.1

CZA 4.5 4.9 - 5.1 6.7 43.4

The reducibility of the CZA-HPW/Ti hybrid catalysts was studied by temperature-programmed
reduction (Figure 8). The pristine CZA catalyst exhibits a small broad peak around 155 ◦C followed
by a second main reduction peak around 180 ◦C. The first peak is ascribed to the reduction of highly
dispersed CuO in undecomposed carbonate species while the second main peak is related with the
reduction of CuO nanoparticles interacting with ZnO [50]. The reduction profiles of the CZA-HPW/Ti
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hybrid catalysts are not significantly altered respect to the pristine CZA catalyst, with the main
reduction peak around 180 ◦C attributed, as indicated above, to the reduction of CuO nanoparticles in
contact with ZnO. However, it is observed as the amount of HPW in the hybrid increases a decrease in
the reduction peak at low temperature and a widening of the main reduction peak with separation
of two contributions that indicates heterogeneous reducibility of CuO and their contacts with ZnO.
The decrease of the reduction peak at low temperature in the hybrids corresponding to the highly
dispersed CuO in undecomposed carbonate species could be related with the above commented
migration of water from HPW to CZA that could rehydrate these carbonates altering its reducibility [49].
The widening in the main reduction peak is probably derived from the absence of the small peak at
155 ◦C that is known that facilitates the subsequent reduction of the CuO species [51].
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Figure 8. Temperature-programmed reduction (TPR) profiles of pristine CZA (a) and CZA-xHPW/Ti
hybrid catalysts: CZA-1.4HPW/Ti (b), CZA-1.7HPW/Ti (c) and CZA-2.7HPW/Ti (d).

XRD profiles of reduced CZA-HPW/Ti hybrid catalysts are depicted in Figure 9. All reduced
hybrid catalysts show diffraction peaks corresponding to reflections of metallic Cu (43.0 and 50.2◦

JCPDS 001-1241) and ZnO phases (31.7, 34.8, 36.3 and 47.0◦, JCPDS 075-0576). The size of the crystalline
domains of copper in reduced CZA-HPW/Ti hybrid catalysts was similar to that of the pristine reduced
CZA but increases slightly with the HPW loading in the hybrid (Table 3). The diffraction peaks
corresponding to the HPW·3H2O cubic phase detected on the calcined CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrid catalysts
(Figure 6) appears now as small peaks in the reduced catalysts (Figure 9) which means the almost
total dehydration and amorphization of HPW, which increases with the HPW loading, [25] after the
reduction treatment.

The Cu surface area, the contacts of Cu nanoparticles with reduced zinc species or defects in
copper particles in the CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrid catalysts have been evaluated by N2O chemisorption [52]
and the results were collected in Table 3. The pristine CZA catalyst exhibits very high specific Cu
surface area (43.4 m2/g) in line with the best catalysts published for methanol synthesis. The Cu
surface area of the reduced hybrid catalysts decreases respect to the pristine CZA, with the decrease
being less significant as the HPW load in the hybrid increases (CZA-1.4HPW/Ti < CZA-1.7HPW/Ti <

CZA-2.7HPW/Ti, Table 3). Since XRD and TPR data did not show appreciable changes in the average
Cu0 particle size or reducibility for the hybrid catalysts with respect to the CZA catalyst, the observed
variations in the Cu surface area probably reflect: (i) physical blockage of Cu sites by the xHPW/Ti
particles [12] or, (ii) modifications in the Cu-ZnO interactions associated with the migration of Cu2+ or
Zn2+ species from the CZA to the acid catalyst which has been identified as main cause of deactivation
in of the hybrids formed by Cu-ZnO(Al) and acid catalysts [53–55].
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The acid properties of reduced 1.4 and 2.7 CZA-HPW/Ti hybrids were evaluated by NH3-TPD
and the results were depicted in Figure 10. Significant differences have been found between the
acid properties of the reduced CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrids with respect to the xHPW/Ti acid catalysts
before hybridization (Figure 5). The reduced CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrids show similar desorption profile
regardless of the HPW loading with desorption peaks between 200 and 400 ◦C that corresponds to
acid sites of weak or medium strength. According to literature studies, the acid sites of weak and/or
moderate strength are the most desirable for DME selectivity since the strong Brönsted acid sites
favour the conversion of DME to hydrocarbons [11,56]. The medium-weak acid sites observed in
the reduced hybrids contrast with the very strong acid sites detected on the xHPW/Ti acid catalysts
before hybridization (550–600 ◦C, Figure 5). This finding indicates that hybridization with CZA
catalysts gives rise to a decrease in the acid strength of the HPW with the disappearance of the strong
acidic sites typical of pristine HPW units. A similar behaviour, suppression of Brönsted acidity of
zeolites after hybridization with Cu-ZnO catalysts, was already observed in the literature [24,57] and
attributed to the exchange of protons with Cu2+ and/or Zn2+ cations from Cu-ZnO occurring during
the hybrid preparation. In line with this, the partial exchange of protons of heteropolyacids with metal
cations (CuII, AlIII, SnIV, FeIII, CrIII, ZrIV, ZnII, . . . ) has been reported producing Lewis sites with the
concomitant reduction in the amount of Brönsted sites [58,59]. To support the inter-cationic exchange
between Cu2+ and/or Zn2+ and protons in CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrids, they are characterized by DRIFTS
(Figure 11) because the structural modes of the KU, between 1150 and 700 cm−1, are sensitive to changes
in its composition [35]. The DRIFTS spectra of CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrids show the characteristic bands
of the Keggin structure at around 1080, 983, 886 and 800 cm−1 already identified in non-hybridized
dehydrated xHPW/Ti counterparts (Figure 3). However, the hybrids show slight displacements and
shoulders at 1053 and 952 cm−1 that may indicate certain alterations in the structure derived to the
change in the composition of the compensating cations, able to interact with terminal and/or bridging
oxygens of the Keggin units [59,60]. This result is consistent with the exchange of H+ in HPW by
Cu2+/Zn2+ and it may be the cause of the reduction in the amount of Brönsted acidity of xHPW/Ti
observed by NH3-TPD after the hybridization with CZA. The migration of Cu2+/Zn2+ species from
CZA to xHPW/Ti could proceed through the contact-induced ion exchange mechanism described in
literature to explain the exchange of cationic species between zeolites by simple physical contact and
mediated by water adsorbed on the pores [61,62].
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2.3. Activity in Direct Synthesis of DME from Syngas

The activity of the CZA-HPW/Ti hybrid catalysts were evaluated for the direct DME synthesis fom
syngas (30 bar and 250 ◦C) and the activity data were collected in Table 4 and Figure 12. Activity data
also includes the results for methanol synthesis on the CZA catalyst and the DME synthesis on the
CZA-HZSM-5 hybrid reference representative of the most widely applied catalysts for direct synthesis
of DME.
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Table 4. Initial catalytic activity data (CO conversion, selectivity and DME time yield) and deactivation
(decay in umolDME/min gcat) in direct DME synthesis from syngas over reduced CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrid
catalysts (Data for methanol synthesis on CZA and DME synthesis on CZA-HZSM-5 catalysts were
included as references).

CO Conversion
(%)

Selectivity (%) DME Time Yield Deactivation
Rate DME

Methanol DME CO2 (µmol/min gcat) (µmol/min gcat)

CZA 17.6 98.9 - 1.1 967.3 * 0.22 *
HZSM-5-CZA 11.4 6.2 55.7 38.1 229.4 0.24

CZA-1.4HPW/Ti 14.5 97.4 2.5 0.1 12.3 0.06
CZA-1.7HPW/Ti 10.0 12.6 51.3 36.1 201.9 0.20
CZA-2.7HPW/Ti 11.0 6.4 53.0 40.6 243.0 0.14

* Methanol time yield and deactivation rate (µmol/min gcat).
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The methanol activity on the CZA catalyst is very high (967.3 µmol, CH3OH/min gcat, Table 4)
and comparable with the best data published in the literature [63]. As expected, the catalytic behaviour
of the CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrid catalysts depend on their HPW loading. All CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrids
only show methanol and DME as products without formation of hydrocarbons. The absence of
hydrocarbons, from DME dehydration, could be justified because the acid sites present on the hybrids
were of weak or medium strength (Figure 5) and because the formation of hydrocarbons requires
higher contact-time than that used in our catalyst test [64]. The overall methanol and DME yield on
CZA-HPW/Ti hybrids were in all cases lower than the methanol yield achieved on the CZA reference.
This effect was also observed in other works in the literature but without discussing its causes [12,65].
Considering that overall DME production is controlled by the methanol synthesis step, the observed
decrase in the overall yield on CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrids can be derived from detrimental effects on the
CZA catalyst after hybridization. It is well stablished that the methanol synthesis activity on copper
catalysts is directly related with its Cu surface area (reduced zinc species in contact with copper and/or
defects in copper particles induced by their contact with Zn) [66]. According to the characterization
of the CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrid catalysts, the Cu surface area in the hybrid catalysts, evaluated by N2O
chemisorption, shows a reduction in the hybrid catalysts respect to the pristine CZA (Table 3) and
this fact may be the cause of the observed reduction in the overall yield on CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrid
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catalysts respect the pristine CZA. However the sequence in the copper surface area in the hybrids
(CZA-1.4HPW/Ti < CZA-1.7HPW/Ti < CZA-2.7HPW/Ti, Table 3) does not fit with the overall yield loss
on the hybrids, presenting the sample with the smallest Cu surface area (CZA-1.4HPW/Ti) the highest
overall yield in the hybrid series. Taking into account the paralellism between the DME production
and the overall yield loss on the hybrids, a second cause to explain the overall yield loss may be
related with detrimental interactions between CZA and the excess of water from DME production
because the kinetics of the methanol formation is very sensitive to the water content [67]. In fact it
is observed an increase in the CO2 selectivity associated to the WGS reaction whose contribution
increases with increasing water concentration. In addition to the inhibitory effect of the water on the
methanol synthesis kinetics, water can also promote the sintering of copper particles [68]. However,
the average copper particle size in used CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrids (determined by XRD Figure 13, Table 5)
compared with the bare CZA demonstrated that excess of water from higher production of DME does
not significantly affect the particle size as the Cu growth (8–13%) was similar in all used hybrids.Catalysts 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 15 of 23 
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Table 5. Crystallite size (nm from XRD) of Cu and ZnO in CZA and CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrids catalysts in
used state.

Cu ZnO

dp (nm) dp (nm)

CZA-1.4HPW/Ti 5.1 6.3
CZA-1.7HPW/Ti 5.4 6.1
CZA-2.7HPW/Ti 5.7 6.5

CZA 5.1 6.7

The relationship between the rate of the DME production and the acid strenght of the catalysts is
well documented in heteropoly acid catalysts [21]. The differences in acidity observed on xHPW/Ti
catalysts (Figure 5, Table 2) dissapear after hybridization, showing all the CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrids
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similar acid sites of weak or medium strength (Figure 10). Therefore similar rate of DME production per
acid site can be expected on the hybrids and the observed differences in the DME productivity on the
hybrids (Table 4) would be due to the different concentration of acid sites according to its different HPW
content. However it is observed that there is not linearity between the HPW content in hybrids and the
production of DME (Figure 12). The lowest loaded hybrid catalyst (CZA-1.4HPW/Ti) was ineffective,
with low DME selectivity (2.5%) while as the HPW loading in hybrids is increased the selectivity
towards DME increases, reaching a maximun selectivity for DME (53.0%) for the highest HPW loaded
hybrid catalyst (CZA-2.7HPW/Ti). The DME production over the most active CZA-2.7HPW/Ti hybrid
catalyst (260 µmol/min gcat) is significantly higher than that achieved on the CZA-HZSM-5 hybrid
reference (229 µmol/min gcat) representative of the most widely applied catalysts for direct synthesis of
DME. The low effectivity for DME production of the CZA-1.4HPW/Ti sample could be related with the
fact that the dehydration of methanol to DME improves in the pseudo-liquid behaviour of the HPW
for which it is necessary to develop three-dimensional crystalline structures [69] and as can be seen in
Figure 13 they are not formed at this HPW loading. On the contrary, three-dimensional HPW structures
are clearly observed in the samples 1.7 and 2.7 CZA-xHPW/Ti [70] in which the pseudo-liquid behaviour
could occur improving the methanol access to the acid sites and thus justifying the remarkable increase
in DME production observed for these samples. The incomplete conversion of methanol to DME
observed on the 1.7CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrid (Figure 12) means that the methanol dehydration reaction is
the rate limiting step and therefore the amount of the acid sites in this hybrid is insufficient to convert
the methanol formed to DME. On the contrary, the CZA-2.7HPW/Ti hybrid is able to convert most of
the methanol formed to DME which indicates that it has a sufficient number of acid sites to transform
the methanol formed by the CZA. Therefore for the one step DME synthesis over the CZA-xHPW/Ti
hybrids its acidity should be balanced with the CZA catalytic function throught the HPW loading to
maximize the selectivity to DME. Finally it is observed a moderate loss in the DME production with TOS
(Table 4) over the 1.7 and 2.7 CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrids that denotes, particularly in the 1.7CZA-xHPW/Ti
sample, some kind of deactivacion in the acid function of the hybrids. However, this deactivation is
much less than that observed in the CZA-HZSM-5 hybrid reference. The deactivation of acid catalysts
during DME synthesis is well known in the literature and it is mainly related to the blocking of acid
sites by carbonaceous species and/or partial exchange of protons by Cu2+/Zn2+ [24,71]. The different
deactivation rate of the 1.7 and 2.7 CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrids could be related with differences in its
surface/bulk acidity ratio derived from their different three-dimensional development, because the
deactivation of the surface acid sites by carbonaceous species is faster than the bulk counterparts [72].
However, further studies will be carried out to corroborate this hipothesis and to establish the precise
deactivation mechanism of the acid sites present in the CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrids that have been described
for the first time as acive catalysts for the the direct synthesis of DME from syngas.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Catalysts Preparation

3.1.1. Cu-ZnO(Al) (CZA) Methanol Synthesis Catalyst

The highly active Cu-ZnO(Al) catalyst (CZA) with optimized composition (Cu/Zn/Al = 68/29/3)
was prepared following the methodology proposed as benchmark for Cu-based catalysts and described
elsewhere [73]. Hydroxycarbonate precursors were synthesized by co-precipitation from Cu, Zn,
Al aqueous nitrate solutions (1M Cu(NO3)2 2.7H2O, 99.999%, (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA),
Zn(NO3)2 6H2O, 99.999%, (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), and Al(NO3)2 9H2O, 99.997%
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) with Na2CO3 1.6M, 99.999%, (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO,
USA)) under controlled conditions (pH = 6.5, 65 ◦C). The aged precipitates were filtered and washed
several times with deionized water and dried in air at 80 ◦C for 12 h and calcined under static air at
340 ◦C for 2 h with a heating rate of 2 ◦C/min.
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3.1.2. H3PW12O40/TiO2 Acid Catalysts

A series of supported H3PW12O40 catalysts (HPW/Ti) were prepared by incipient wetness
impregnation on TiO2 (P25, 54.5 m2/g Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MASS, USA). Appropriate amount of
H3PW12O40 (H3PW12O40·xH2O (reagent grade, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA)) was dissolved
on ethanol and impregnated dropwise on the TiO2 powders. After impregnation, the solids were
dried at room temperature for 24 h and thermally treated in an oven using two temperature steps:
50 ◦C (1 ◦C/min, 2 h) and subsequent heating at 150 ◦C (2 ◦C/min, 2 h). Taking into account that
local structure of Keggin units depends on the interaction stablished between the HPA with the TiO2

support, we prepared three catalyst samples with H3PW12O40 loading of 26.3, 30.3 and 41.7 wt % that
correspond to 1.4, 1.7 and 2.7 theoretical monolayers respectively, assuming a cross sectional area of
1.13 nm2 per Keggin unit [74]. The samples are labelled as xHPW/Ti where x is the theoretical HPAs
monolayer (1.4, 1.7 and 2.7).

3.1.3. Bifunctional CZA-xHPW/Ti Hybrid Catalysts

The hybrid catalysts were obtained by physical mixing of xHPW/Ti acid catalysts with CZA calcined
powders in an agate mortar with milling during 5 min to form the homogenous mixture of the hybrid
catalyst. Prior to mixture, the CZA powders were homogenized in ethanol using a high-performance
single-stage dispersing machine (Ultra-Turrax T25 IKA, Staufen, Germany, 14,000 rpm during 20 s,
6 times). The xHPW/Ti/CZA hybrid catalysts was prepared in a mass ratio of 1:2 (w/w) to achieve
a theoretical H+(HPW)/Cu2+(CZA) molar ratio in the hybrids between 0.015 and 0.023. The final
catalysts were obtained from the thermal reduction of hybrids under diluted hydrogen flow (2.2 vol %
H2) at 150 ◦C (2 ◦C/min) with a subsequent heating at 200 ◦C (1 ◦C/min) for 2 h. The hybrids were
labelled as CZA-xHPW/Ti where x is the theoretical HPAs monolayer (1.4, 1.7 and 2.7). A bifunctional
hybrid catalyst based on the mixing of CZA and HZSM-5 in mass ratio of 1:2 (with excess of acid
sites), using the same methodology as commented above, was also prepared as reference catalyst
representative of the hybrid formulation most widely used in the bibliography [75,76].

3.2. Physicochemical Characterization

The crystalline structure of xHPW/Ti, CZA and CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrids (in fresh, reduced and
used state) were determined from X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) measured using an X’Pert Pro
PANalytical (Malvern, Worcs, UK) diffractometer with nickel-filtered Cu Kα1 radiation (λ = 0.15406 nm,
45 kV, 40 mA). Crystallite sizes of HPW, CuO, ZnO and Cu0 were determined by applying the
Debye-Scherrer equation.

Structural information of HPW on xHPW/Ti catalysts was studied by Raman and Diffuse
Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transform Spectroscopy (DRIFTS-FTIR). Raman spectra of the xHPW/Ti
catalysts were recorded in a Raman spectrometer confocal microscope Renishaw (inVia Raman
microscope, Glos, UK). Laser beam in red (785 nm) is used as excitation source with the power set
at 300 mW. Raman spectra were collected with a 50× objective lens with an acquisition time of 5 s
and 10–15 acquisitions. DRIFTS were measured on an infrared spectrometer with MCT-M detector
(JASCO FT/IR-6300, Tokyo, Japan). The DRIFTS spectra were obtained with 200 scans and 4 cm−1

resolution at different temperature (25, 150, 200 and 250 ◦C) purging the cell with He during the
experiments. CZA-xHPW/Ti fresh hybrid catalysts were also analysed by DRIFTS at room temperature.

Temperature-programmed reduction (TPR) of CZA catalyst and CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrids were
carried out on a semiautomatic PID Eng&Tech (Madrid, Spain) apparatus equipped with a U-shaped
quartz reactor and a TC detector. Before reduction the samples (50 mg of pure CZA and 75 mg of
hybrids) were treated under He flow (30 mL/min) at 120 ◦C for 20 min to remove water and other
adsorbed contaminants. Reduction profiles were obtained by heating the samples in a 10% H2/Ar
flow (50 NmL/min) from room temperature to 200 ◦C at a linearly programmed rate of 2 ◦C/min.
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The effluent gas was passed through a cold trap to remove water before measuring the amount of
hydrogen consumed during reduction by the thermal conductivity detector.

Specific copper surface areas in reduced CZA catalyst and CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrids were determined
from N2O chemisorption. The reduced samples were treated under diluted N2O/Ar (2 vol %, 30 mL/min)
at room temperature for 5 s. After chemisorption the physisorbed N2O was removed with He flow
(30 mL/min) for 30 min and subsequently reduced under H2/Ar flow (10 vol % H2, 50 mL/min) at a
heating rate of 10 ◦C/min up to 200 ◦C. The hydrogen consumption corresponding to the reduction
is equivalent to the amount of consumed N2O during surface chemisorption. The specific copper
surface area was calculated considering a molar stoichiometry of Cu(s)/N2O = 2 and an average value
of 1.47 × 1019 copper atoms/m2 for the surface density of copper metal [77]. The values of copper
surface areas in CZA catalyst and CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrids were normalized to the weight of calcined
CZA catalysts loaded in the reactor.

Total acidity of xHPW/Ti catalysts and CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrids were determined by temperature
programmed desorption of ammonia (NH3-TPD) which were obtained in an Micromeritics TPD/TPR
apparatus (Norcross, GA, USA) coupled with a quadrupole mass spectrometer (OmniStar from Pfeiffer
Vacuum, Asslar, Germany). Before chemisorption of ammonia, the samples (with a loading equivalent
to 10 mg of HPW) were pre-treated under He flow (30 mL/min) at 240 ◦C for 20 min and after that,
the temperature was lowered to 100 ◦C under the same He flow. Subsequently, a flow of diluted NH3

(5 vol %) were introduced at 100 ◦C until saturation of the sample. After chemisorption, the physisorbed
NH3 was removed with He flow (30 mL/min) for 30 min and subsequently the chemisorbed ammonia
was desorbed by heating from 100 to 785 ◦C at a heating rate of 10 ◦C/min. The classical detection
of NH3 by TCD was not appropriate for the acidity study on heteropolyacids because desorption of
ammonia was accompanied by other products formed from the decomposition of ammonia salts of the
heteropolyacids [45]. Therefore the effluent gas was analysed by mass spectrometry (m/z = 16, 18) to
follow the NH3 desorption profiles.

3.3. DME Synthesis from Syngas Tests

Activity tests were performed in a fixed-bed reactor loaded with 0.225 g of hybrid catalysts diluted
with SiC (1:3 vol). The hybrids were reduced in situ under hydrogen flow (2.2% H2/Ar, 50 mL/min)
using two temperature steps: 150 ◦C (2 ◦C/min) and subsequent heating at 200 ◦C (1 ◦C/min) for 2 h.
After reduction, the syngas mixture (75 NmL/min, molar composition: 4.5% CO2, 22.0% CO, 58.8% H2

and 14.7% N2) was fed to the reactor. The catalytic tests were conducted at high GHSV (30 Lsyngas

gcat
−1 h−1) to achieve low conversions and to exclude the effect of equilibrium and to better visualize

the differences in deactivation. Activity was measured at 250 ◦C and 30 bar maintaining the reaction
for 6 h after a catalyst stabilisation time under syngas feed of 1h. The reaction gas products were
regularly analysed on-line by GC (Varian 450-GC, Bruker, MASS, USA) with TCD equipped with
capillary columns connected in series (QS-bond: CO2, CH3OH, DME and H2O and molecular sieve
5A: H2, O2, N2, CO) gas. The carbon balance was in all tests below 3%. Activity data were reported as
CO conversion, product selectivity (DME, methanol and CO2) and methanol/DME production rate
normalized to the weight of hybrid catalyst loaded in the reactor (µmol CH3OH or DME/gcat min).

CO conversion:

XCOx(%) =
MCO(i) −MCO( f )

MCOx(i)
·100

DME selectivity:

SDME (%) =
MDME∑
Mproducts

·100

CH3OH selectivity:

SCH3OH (%) =
MCH3OH∑
Mproducts

·100
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CO2 selectivity:

SCO2 (%) =
MCO2∑

Mproducts
·100

DME production rate:

RpDME =
MDME (µmol)

mcat (g)· t (min)

CH3OH production rate:

RpCH3OH =
MCH3OH (µmol)
mcat (g)· t (min)

where M is the molar flow rate of each component.

4. Conclusions

A series of bifunctional hybrid catalysts based on phosphotungstic acid (H3PW12O40) supported on
TiO2 combined with Cu-ZnO(Al) catalyst have been prepared, characterised and tested for direct DME
synthesis from syngas. The heteropolyacid loading on TiO2 (from 1.4 to 2.7 theoretical monolayers)
affects the dispersion and acid characteristics of the heteropolyacid clusters, resulting in the formation
of three-dimensional heteropolyacid nanocyrstals with acidity similar to the bulk counterpart when
the concentration of the heteropoliacid in the TiO2 support is higher than 1.7 monolayers. Physical
hybridization of supported heteropolyacids with the Cu-ZnO(Al) modifies both the acidic characteristics
of the supported heteropolyacids and the copper surface area of the Cu-ZnO(Al) catalyst. The hybrids
show a decrease in the copper surface area and the disappearance of the strong acidic sites of pristine
HPW nanocrystals, showing all hybrids similar acid sites of weak or medium strength. These changes
are related with the migration of water and/or Cu2+ or Zn2+ species between the supported HPW and
Cu-ZnO(Al) during hybridization. The catalytic behaviour of the CZA-xHPW/Ti hybrid catalysts for
the direct DME synthesis fom syngas (30 bar and 250 ◦C) depend on their HPW loading. The overall
methanol and DME yield on CZA-HPW/Ti hybrids was in all cases lower than the methanol yield
achieved on the CZA reference. Only the hybrids with HPW loading higher than 1.7 monolayers are
effective for the direct synthesis of DME, reaching the hybrid with 2.7 monolayers (CZA-2.7HPW/Ti)
the maximun selectivity for DME (53.0%). These hybrids present three-dimensional HPW structures
in which the pseudo-liquid behaviour could occur improving the methanol access to the acid sites.
In spite of the high activity of the hybrids, they show a moderate loss in the DME production with
TOS that denotes some kind of deactivacion of the acidity function under reaction conditions probably
related to the blocking of acid sites by carbonaceous species and/or partial exchange of protons by
Cu2+/Zn2+.
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